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99 Seconds Activity #1

With your next chair neighbor discuss 1 to 2 writing dilemmas currently facing.

Writing Difficulties and Challenges of a Early Career Scholar

1. Time
2. Teams

Finding a Journal that Fits
What to look for?

1. Who will be your target readers?
2. Who are the authors and journals you cite the most related with your research program?
3. Is there a match between your work and the journal aims and scope?
4. What is the journal turnaround time?
5. What is the journal acceptance rate?

Selecting a Journal

Practitioner Journals

1. Target practitioners
2. Deal with problems and issues tied directly to practice
3. Receive wider circulations and visibility
4. Refereed or nonrefereed articles

Get Involved...

- Review articles and conference proposals (learn about peer-review criteria and guidelines)
- Review book proposals
- Do a conference workshop
- Organize a symposium
Generate Starter Text...

- Author a blog
- Use social media
- Submit a conference proposal
- Write editorials
- Write book and software reviews

The Top 6 Writing Tips

1. Mark Writing Days in Planner

2. Maintain a List and Network of Potential Research and Writing Collaborators

3. Draft a Timeline or Multiple Timelines with Flexible Goals

4. Think Ahead About the Publishing Potential of Each Project
5. Be a Bumblebee and Butterfly

6. Find, Save, and Use Starter Text (overcomes writer’s block)

Join us for the GSA session
Publishing as a graduate student: Why? How? And What?

Thursday, October 25th
2:15-3:20 pm
Muehlebach, Roosevelt, Marriott Downtown
Kansas City, MO

https://tinyurl.com/y9jnonur

Thank You!
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